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SUMMARY

“The Acquisition of English and Communication Strategies Used by the Kuta-Bali Beach Vendors when Communicating with English Speaking Foreigners”; Dinah H. Alkaff, 0301101010142; 2008: 46 pages; English Department Faculty of Letters Jember University.

This thesis analyses the acquisition of English and communication strategies used by the Kuta-Bali beach vendors when communicating with English speaking foreigners. The problems discussed are: how the Kuta-Bali beach vendors get their knowledge of English, which communication strategies that are used by them when they are communicating with English speaking foreigners in offering and selling their merchandizes and services; and why they use the strategies.

This thesis is written in some steps. First, the pre-research consists of planning the research, selecting and observing the setting, and selecting the object of research. Second, the field research is applied by gathering the information and the data by interviewing the Kuta-Bali beach vendors and recording the conversation between the vendors and the English speaking foreigners. Then, applying the descriptive method to analyze the acquisition of English (formally or informally), communication strategies (avoidance, prefabricated patterns, code switching, and appeal for help) and the reasons why they use those strategies (The Balance between Means and Ends, and The Linguistic Pressure).

The result of the analysis shows that most of the vendors learnt English at the beach and they got it informally. From the four strategies explained, there are only two strategies that the vendors used. Four of vendors used prefabricated patterns and one of them used avoidance. There are two vendors who did not use any of those strategies, but they used other communication strategies. Most of the vendors used the communication strategies because of linguistic pressure.
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